
Explore our services

Digital
Marketing



34.4% of India's
population

46 crore Indians has access to internet, which is a very
good reason why you should switch to digital marketing. 



Social Media
Distribution

Market Share in India

Facebook
29.9%

Messenger
27.8%

YouTube
20.4%

Instagram
13.6%

Snapchat
8.4%The diversified options of social media

platforms provide a wide variety of ad
placements to boost your brand and to
sell your products and services. 



Digital marketing over
Traditional marketing

POTENTIAL REACH

Reach a wide range of audience
within the matter of few days. 420
million users available to be reached. 

ENGAGING ADS

The ability to create engaging ads with
respect to the users profile makes
digital marketing stand out of the
crowd. 

ACTIONS DRIVEN

Every single advertisement on the
Internet is driven by an action and
charged for an action. 

ACCESSIBILITY

The ability to choose audience based
on their interest and demographics
makes it absolutely powerful. 

DATA DRIVEN

Every single action on digital
marketing can be tracked.
Every rupee spent can be
analysed and every single
interaction matters. 

Absolutely data-driven,
makes it clean and clear.



We're an agency based in Kerala 

Meet Triangle

Agency Triangle is equipped with creative and committed
people with a single crystal clear vision - Helping
businesses generate profits from the internet.

It's definitely not easy, but breaking challenges has been an
interesting job since 2012. In short, we're Triangle and we
do digital marketing right. 



They ask us
what we do,

we say Digital Marketing

Helping Client Succeed
99%

Digital Marketing
1%

we make the client succeed 

Digital marketing is filled with thousands
of methodologies, platforms, advertising
options and quite a few confusing jargons.
We make it as simple as possible, 



Our Core Strengths

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Creating the most thumb stopping
content is our job. Our marketing team
builds the most attractive campaigns. 

GOOGLE ADS

An average Google Ads customer gets
200% ROI, our proud customers gets
an average return of 500%.

LANDING PAGES

Designing a landing page is a science,
our scientists at work makes it as
convincing as it can be for a user. 

CROSS CONNECTIVITY

Building cross connected campaigns
across platforms is one of our most
happy work. We make it look easy. 

FUNNEL BUILDING

End of the day, building a
good sales funnel for a
customer makes us happy.
High ROI is the key goal
along with brand
awareness. 

Building Sales Funnels. 



Building brand online
gets easier w/ triangle

Building a brand online starts with creating
brand awareness with attractive and engaging
content which tells beautiful stories to your
target audience. w/triangle, it gets easier. 

FACEBOOK ADS INSTAGRAM ADS

GOOGLE ADS YOUTUBE ADS

WEB DESIGNING SOCIAL MARKETING



Selling services online
gets easier w/ triangle

Getting leads every single day inspires your
team to close more sales. Generating leads via
digital marketing is our job and we make it look
easy and powerful w/triangle. 

FACEBOOK ADS INSTAGRAM ADS

GOOGLE ADS CHATBOT MARKETING

WEB DESIGNING SOCIAL MARKETING

LANDING PAGES SNAPCHAT ADS



Selling products online
gets easier w/ triangle
Selling things online starts with a beautiful yet
powerful e-Commerce store probably designed
on Shopify. 100% data-driven approach is
required to find a sales funnel that is efficient
and it gets easier w/triangle.

FACEBOOK ADS INSTAGRAM ADS

SEARCH ADS SHOPPING ADS

SHOPIFY CHATBOT MARKETING



Proud Stories

We respect the privacy of our clients and their business statistics. Every
case study we publish is screened and approved by the client.



GOOGLE ADS

Bidding for the right keywords has always helped
Roshan Eye Care Hospital grow effortlessly on the
internet. Getting found online was solved. 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

Consistently spending on Google Ads can be
optimised and reduced with effective search engine
optimisation. They did the right thing and it worked. 

CONSISTENT TRACKING

Consistent tracking of numbers has helped us analyse
the results. Making data-driven decisions was the key
to grow without burning a lot of budget. 

100% Increase
in patient
footfalls. 

Roshan Eye Care Hospital



Being good at work, excellent results are not
enough. You need a whiz team like Triangle

to be your window to see your sales
galloping. This is a winner-grounded talent

and genuine

Dr. Roshan Zachariah - Chief Doctor (RECH) 



GOOGLE ADS

The story of London Education Centre starts by building
a good landing page that converts like hot cakes. Along
with the right bidding, search ads unleashed the power.

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Building brand awareness is extremely important in
Qatar as trust and brand loyalty are highly important.
Social media marketing helped balancing it. 

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 

Consistent A/B testing and research on finding new
funnels has helped find gold mines in Google Ads for
London Education Centre. The result is consistent.  

700% ROI in
just 28 days.



Triangle generated a whopping 700%
ROI in just 28 days with Google

Adwords. I highly recommend them.

Mansib Pazhedath - CEO, London Education Centre



GOOGLE ADS

Penetrating into a very highly competitive market was
hard for Smart Movers with their limited budget
compared to competitors. Right copy solved the game.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

Building an organic search presence provided an
competitive advantage because of the lack of SEO on
the competitors websites. Making use of it worked. 

EVOLVING ADS

To fight and stay competitive on Google Ads, evolving
ads strategy was used to make sure the results are
maintained well and sound. 900% ROI is consistent. 

900% ROI
consistently
every month. 



900% ROI via Google Ads in just 50
days and I'm getting it every month

since then. It's definitely a dream
come true. Thank you Triangle.

Ananthu - CEO, Smart Movers and Packers



Quick Stories

MERCEDES-BENZ

Generated over 22 Million impressions
and 5,30,000 clicks for an average
amount of  ₹0.70 per click.  

JOBSOMEGA

A complete UI change and chatbot
marketing increased their traffic and
leads by more than 200% in 3 months. 

AMAL PLYWOOD

Generating quality leads that with a
10%+ conversion rate was possible
with Facebook and Instagram ads. 

HOXADS

Over 80,000+ app installations for
less than ₹17 per installation with
creative campaigns and targeting. 

OLIVE FURNITURE

We generated more than
5,000+ leads, several walk-
in and consistent sales for
Olive Furniture and it's sister
cocern Kaathel and Paayal. 

Building 3x Funnels 

3,55,000 video views. 



Getting Started
Our customer on-boarding process.

REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

Understanding the business
goals and requirements from the
client and the team is our first
and most important goal. 

COST AND TIMELINE 

Once the requirements are
analysed, our team will present
you a quote with respective
timelines and activities. 

INITIATING THE WORK

Once the project is approved, our
team will initiate the work and
make schedules to get the work
done within the timeline. 



Increasing sales and revenue
has always been challenging
and fun with such loving clients. 

You're in good
company.



+91 86065 36820 ceo@trianglehq.co

Thank you.
Your business is one step away from going digital. 


